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‘In a gentle way, you can shake the world.’ 
Mahatma Gandhi (1942) 
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At Khadi London, we believe that the 
path for change is subtle, straight 

and swift. 



We exist to support the work of designers 
who value craft and provenance while 
challenging the unsustainable practices of 
fast fashion and the throwaway culture. 
Our fabric suppliers are based in different 
parts of India and we work closely with them 
to build capacity, improve standards and 
designs and adopt better business practices.   
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Our Values 
Individual Commitment

Build from Bottom-Up

Trust Meets Compassion

Respect For Other Views

Search For Solutions 
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What is Khadi
Khadi, pronounced [‘ka:di/kaa-dee], is an Indian hand-spun, hand 
woven fabric made from natural fibres such as cotton, silk or wool. It 
comes in a variety of weaves, textures and thickness-ranging from 
linen-like coarse Khadi to highly refined muslin. It is an extremely 
versatile fabric and can be used for a variety of products such as 
clothing, bed linen and soft furnishing and costumes for the cinema 
and theatre.

Khadi embodies the spirit of freedom, simplicity and peace. 
Adaptations have been the hallmark of khadi and the idea of a khadi 
economy; an economy guided by the concept of diverse, democratic 
and decentralised production systems. Systems which respect the 
environment and embrace principles of fairness and social justice. 

Today khadi sustains over half a million people in India, mostly rural 
women. An emphasis on organic and introduction of solar-powered 
technologies are at the forefront of transformation in the khadi 
sector. While it continues to be a force for change in India, the idea 
of a khadi economy has the potential to become a force for change 
globally.  

The entire process of making Khadi 

Produces 91% less emissions than machine made fabric.

Saves 3.24x more energy than milling cloth.

Uses 20% less water than conventional techniques.
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Our Offer:
A selection of natural fabrics, responsibly 
produced by co-operative and community-
based farmers. graziers and artisan clusters 
in India.
 
Customised craft services that align to the 
designer’s requirements (customisation 
available for colour, stripes, checks, prints 
and ply).
  

100% natural all-season fabrics
Natural & Azo-Free dyes used
Low minimum order quantities
Quality Checked Before Delivery
Lead Times: 1 week (if in stock) to 12 weeks 
(made to order)
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‘Images don't do justice to the true beauty of the fabric  

and often has left my customers pleasantly surprised.’ 

‘Linen has beautiful thickness and is cooling.’ 

‘The fabrics are gorgeous and it is a beautiful story that we want to support.’ 

‘Fabric dyes really well, and the colour is so vibrant.’ 

’ 

Notes From Our Customers
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                              Khadi Cotton

Range from fine muslin to heavy weight fabrics 
including canvas and denim. Khadi denim is 
lighter and more breathable than regular denim.
We also offer organic khadi cotton, natural
dyed cotton as well as unbleached/bleached cotton
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                              Khadi Cotton
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                              Khadi Cotton

  

                              Naturally Dyed Cotton Linen Blend

  

                              Naturally Dyed Organic Khadi

  

                              Naturally Dyed Handwoven Denim
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                              Handwoven Organic Cotton
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                                Khadi Wool
    
From indigenous sheep breeds and part of nomadic
traditions.The wool is spun, woven and dyed by hand.
Also, wool blends well with handwoven cotton
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                           Khadi Peace Silk

Mulberry silk
Forest silks (such as Tussar, Eri, Moonga, Kosa)

  

                              Peace Silk Eri Naturally Dyed
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                              Khadi Peace Silk
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                        Other Fabrics

Handwoven Tencel
Hemp 

  

                              Organic Tencel
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                              100% Hemp

  



Get In Touch:
Our fabrics have a unique personality; 
attractive and tactile in equal measure. 
Images will never do justice. Schedule an in-
person appointment for sample review and 
know the stories behind each collection.
enquiry@khadi.london
    

     Khadi: Innovations that Inspire 
Khadi London in Fashion Revolution Fanzine
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